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ABSTRACT - A sensitivity study related to the improvement of a feed and bleed process was
carried out with the SIPACT simulator. The scenario analysed here is related to a total loss of feed
water on a French 900MW NPP. In a previous study we were looking extensively to the effects of
bleeding with the three relief valves and its time of initiation. In the new calculations, limited bleed,
by opening only one or two relief valves, was initiated at the minimum of mass and at the time which
corresponds to the beginning of the heat transfer degradation in the steam generators.
The analysis of the results shows that the in-vessel mass and the safety were.improved when the
number of actuated relief valves was reduced. But on the contrary the pressure reduction was limited
by the performance of the HPIS and the equilibrium with the outlet flow from the relief valves. From
these results a scenario with the consecutive opening of the three relief valves so as to depressurise
while at the same time trying to optimise the in-vessel mass balance was proposed with a possible
automation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In mid-1996, following an agreement between EDF and the National Institute for Nuclear
Science and Technology (Institut National des Sciences et Techniques Nucleaires, INSTN),
SIPA was implemented at the headquarters of INSTN in Saclay in the SIPACT workstation
version. The CATHARE-SIMU thermalhydraulic software used for SIPACT is directly
derived from the CATHARE 1 code with a two fluid six equation model for the entire primary
circuit. SIPACT also provides a realistic representation of all operational and safety systems
and includes the control and regulation system for a 900 MWe pressurized water reactor
nuclear power plant (NPP). The SIPA simulator has been described in numerous references
like [1], [2], [3]. The CATHARE 1 code description in [4] applies fully to the SIPACT
software. The SIPACT is used as a training tool in INSTN [5]. The CATHARE-SMU
imposed nodding Fig. 1 comprises roughly 150 nodes for a 900 MWe plant.
In case of an accident on a NPP, there are two main approaches for mitigation. One solution is
to try to identify the main cause of the failure: the initiating event. It's the event oriented
approach, using specific procedures for each identified case. Another approach, which is
symptom oriented is based only on the state of the plant and it's evolution to have the
necessary actions. For the different approaches there are always basic actions which have to
take place. Our purpose is to try to have a comprehensive view and a good physical
understanding of the effectiveness of these different actions in the particular case of a total
loss of the feed water system.
An extensive sensitivity study related to a feed and bleed process was carried out in a previous
study. A sensitivity study related to the improvement of the feed and bleed process is presented in this
paper. The outcomes of this work could be integrated later in the scope of the real procedures
(events or symptoms oriented) which are developed in the plant environment (staff,
organisation, operator formation, crisis organisation, safety analysis...). In this paper we look
mainly at the combined effects of bleeding, and the number of relief valve opening with the
determining effect of an initial mass inventory and residual power.
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2. IMPORTANT RESULTS FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY [6]

2.1 - Results from the full bleeding sensitivity study

The action of full bleeding which consists to fully open the three relief valves was applied at
key moments:

- start of the pressurizer level increase, -
- pressurizer level full (alarm),
- first opening of the safety valve,
- when the pressurizer discharge tank disk failed,
- start of HPIS, primary pump stopping,
- start of pressurizer level decrease,
- minimum of mass.

This was completed by other points like very earlier or later bleeding. A total of about thirty
transients were carried out in order to have a complete view of the process. In order to get a
good consistency, when any action related to spray, heaters, pumps are not done before the
time of bleeding, they are applied at the same time.
The bleeding induces each time a strong decrease of the mass inventory due to the liquid flow
coming at the relief valves. As a consequence a basic mass distribution in the primary circuit
is shown on Fig. 2. The HPIS flow increases, due to the pressure decrease and when a mainly
steam flow can be obtained at the pressurizer relief valve, a mass balance can be reached just
before the start of the accumulator injection which increases rapidly the mass inventory.
The mass evolution as a function of time for bleed gives a good information (Fig. 3) but
another important parameter is the residual power. In order to facilitate the comparison, a
criterion expressed in terms of the time from the point at which mass in the reactor vessel
was at a minimum up to core uncovery was calculated assuming the hypothetical failure
of all safety injection systems at that point. This criterion is call "the safety time margin"
in the follow on part. The value MASSmO0V has been added on the Fig. 3 which is related to

all the masses. The safety time margin has been plotted as a function of the bleeding time on
Fig. 4. More this At increase, more the NPP is in safe condition taking also into account
existing uncertainties in the calculation results. That shows more clearly how the full bleed
action can be optimised. There is really an interesting window around the time (18') which
corresponds to the degradation of heat exchange in the SGs. This moment can be easily
identified on a NPP because the pressurizer level starts to increase. When the bleed occurs in
this window, the relief valve flow is steam, the SGs continue to contribute to heat removal and
the primary circuit loss of mass is reduced. The criteria related to the minimum of mass is
good and the safety time rather good. Another possibility is to perform a postponed bleed after
two hours. In such a case, the time to core uncovery increases as a consequence of the higher
minimum mass inventory and lower residual power.

2.2 Management of accumulator isolation

A sensitivity study was carried out for the optimised scenario ( bleed when the pressurizer
level starts to increase), related to the time for the accumulator isolation. The results are
depending very much of the pressurizer behaviour (Fig. 2). They are presented Fig. 5 in terms
of time for LPIS actuation and in term of time between the time for accumulators isolation and
the time for LPIS actuation For this scenario an accumulator isolation around 15 up to 20 tons
can be recommended because it improves largely the mass inventory in the vessel and permits
to have still an important reserve of water in the accumulators.
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3. THE FEED AND LIMITED BLEED

The action of a limited bleeding which consists to open one or two from the three relief valves
was applied at key moments. From the previous study, the optimum corresponding to the start
of the pressurizer level increase, and the worse case corresponding to the minimum of mass
were chosen.
The bleeding induces each time a strong decrease of the mass inventory due to the liquid flow
coming at the relief valves. But the loss of fluid is limited by the size of the opening and the
pressure decrease induces an increase of the HPIS flow in such a way that a good mass an
energy balance can be obtained. The pressure value for such an equilibrium is the main
question.
In the worse case, corresponding to the bleeding at the minimum of mass at time Ih37 from

the basic scenario without any bleed, a comparison is done between one, two and three relief
valve openings. On Fig. 6, 7 and 8, the cases with respectively one relief valve, two relief
valves and three relief valves are presented.
That shows clearly that the obtained minimum of mass and the safety time margin, due to the
bleeding action, are higher when the number of relief valves openings is reduced.
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2 valves
1 valve
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52s
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On the contrary the depressurisation rate is reduced and there is no chance to get the LPIS
with two or three valves. As example, with one relief valve opening, the primary pressure
stays around 3 MPa and the accumulator injection is limited to 10 tons. In such a case the
HPIS injection stabilises the mass inventory and a steady state is reached with a good energy
balance, but with 3 Mpa primary pressure.
This general behaviour is the same when the bleed is done at the beginning of the heat transfer
degradation in the 3 SGs, at the time 18 minutes. The following table shows clearly the gain in
term of mass inventory and safety time which can be obtained by opening of only one relief
valve, compared to the optimized case from the previous study: 20,7 tons on the primary
mass, 11,3 tons on the vessel mass, 14mn on the safety time margin which represents the time
margin to core uncovery in case of the failure of all safety injection systems at the minimum
of mass.

3 valves
2 valves
1 valve .

Minimum
primary

mass

17mn 75,9 t
25mn 81,8 t
lhO2 96,61

Minimum
vessel mass

17mn 46,4 t
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58mn 57,7 t
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void fraction
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node.)
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25mn 59%
60mn 37%
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Injected
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30mn 49 t
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No
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6mn30s
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5. PROPOSAL FOR AN IMPROVED SCENARIO

In order to improve the plant situation related to the mass balance and the safety time margin
the proposed scenario consist to open first only one relief valve and to pass through the
minimum of mass in this situation. Then, it is necessary to wait for the accumulator injection.
At this moment, the opening of the two last relief valve induces a great loss of fluid, but the
pressure decreasing increases the accumulator flow and the in ^vessel mass balance is
increasing. This study was carried out with the first bleed at 18' or Ih37. A sensitivity study,
around the accumulator set point, related to the time to open the two last relief valves is
presented in the following table.

Differential time around
accumulator injection to open

the two last relief valves
-2mn
Omn

+3mn
+8mn
+13mn

Bleed at 18 mn
Primary mass

balance
(t)

-3,2
-1,2
-1,3
-1,1
-1.2

In vessel
mass balance

(t)
-0,2 .

+
+

+
+

Bleed at Ih37
Primary mass

balance
(0

-8,4
-1,4
-1,3
-1,5
-1.7

In vessel
mass balance

(0
-2,1

+
+
+
+

The sign + means a small increase in mass. The results are not sensitive to the differential
time around the accumulator injection time, but it is recommended to open the two last relief
valve few minutes after that time. So, from the previous study and this one, all the important
set points are clearly identified in view of an automatic process based on
- loss of normal feed-water, scram,
- loss of the auxiliary feed water (motor driven pumps , turbo pump, any circuit failure)

resulting in no feed water, and persistent situation, availability of electrical sources and
HPIS and LPIS systems, consistent check of relevant parameters like pressure and
temperature (primary, secondary, pressurizer discharge tank, containment)
stabilisation of the pressurizer level at a low value and increase of pressure due to
pressurizer heaters, then increase of this level (SGs heat transfer degradation)
Opening of one pressurizer relief valve at this time,

- Opening of the two last relief valve at the accumulator set point.
This process has to be checked with other transients to avoid any undesirable interaction.

Minimum
primary

mass

Minimum
vessel mass

LPIS
actuation

time

LPIS
actuation
time from
bleeding

Safety
Time

Margin at
minimum
of mass

Safety
Time

Margin at
full opening

Bleed at time Ih 37 for minimum of mass
3 valves
1+2 valves

60,2 t
75,6 t

36,6 t
41,1 t

2h32mn
3h21mn

55mn
Ih44mn

52s
5mn20s

52s
12mnO6s

Bleed at time 18'mn at the pressurizer level increasing
3 valves
1+2 valves

75,9 t
96,1 t

46,4 t
57,8 t

Ih34mn
2h51mn

Ihl6mn
2h33mn

6mn30s
20mn33s

6mn30s
15mnl4s
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The results are compared with the accumulator isolation at a 5 tons residual mass. It needs
roughly three hours to get the LPIS, but the safety time margin is largely increased. From the
previous study, this LPIS actuation time can be reduced by isolating earlier the accumulators.
If this is done around 15 tons of residual mass the gain can be of about 40 minutes.
The results are presented for the primary parameters on Fig. 9 and for the mass balance on
Fig. 10, for the bleeding at 18mn. The only disadvantage is a small increase in saturation
temperature and pressure, but below 90 bar, due to the energy balance. Anyway the safety
time margin related to core uncovery is largely increase.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A sensitivity study related to the improvement a feed and bleed process was carried out with
the SIP ACT simulator. The different bleeding behaviour by opening one, two or the three
pressurizer relief valves was operated at two different key times and compared.
The so called "safety time margin", which combines the minimum of mass and the residual
power in terms of time before core uncovery in case of the additional failure of all injection
systems at a given point, has been used for analysis.
The analysis based on the primary and vessel mass evolution, on the minimum of mass and on
the safety time margin shows that the results can be improved by opening in sequence the
relief valves. As example a complete scenario with the opening of one relief valve at the heat
transfer degradation time, corresponding to the increasing of the measured level in the
pressurizer, is proposed. Then the opening of the two last relief valves is done at the
accumulator injection set point. On this basis an automation of the bleed process could
probably be done. As the 1300 MWe plant is now available on our SIP ACT, our future work
related to this topic will be to study the application of our main findings to this plant, for
which the bleeding process is imperative in such a situation.
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Figure 2 - General view
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